
The cruise ship industry is booming despite one of the harshest economic climates since the
Great Depression. Today’s ships offer a new generation of onboard features and a world of
innovation, including surf pools, planetariums, on-deck LED movie screens, water parks,
multi-room villas with private pools and hot tubs, ice-skating rinks, rock-climbing walls and
much more.1 Cruise ships have truly become floating resorts with all of the amenities you
would expect from a traditional land based resort. However, the unfortunate possibility that a
person may fall overboard while cruising has too often become a reality in recent years.

Calamitous incidents when someone falls overboard are not only frightening and tragic for
the remaining passengers in the travelling party, but are often extremely complex to deal
with. Such incidents are so complicated because individuals typically do not know who to
contact for help and what their legal rights are. In part, travellers’ lack of preparedness for
dealing with these incidents stems from the fact that there were no regulations in place to
adequately inform passengers until 2010. 

Questions from individuals and investigators are often never answered or receive complex
explanations from the cruiseline. How can someone possibly fall overboard on a cruise? What
action must a cruise ship subsequently take? Who is responsible for investigating an incident
when someone falls overboard? Is any person or entity liable when a person goes overboard?
If so, where may an injured party bring suit? These are only a handful of the various
questions the answers to which are often unclear or unknown.

When the Italian-flag cruise ship MV Costa Concordia stranded and capsized off the Italian
island of Giglio on January 13, 2012, it became the biggest international news headline
overnight. At least thirty-two people (almost all of them passengers) were lost.2 Interestingly,
none of the lives were lost during the stranding but occurred at least one hour later when the
ship capsized.3 In light of this recent tragedy and others it is apparent that the Cruise Vessel
Security and Safety Act of 2010, was a well-intentioned piece of legislation, but shortfalls in
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enforcement, financing and prosecution require amendments. Furthermore, the Act lacks
strict criminal penalties and addresses individual crimes against cruise vessel passengers. The
Act does not address or require strong penalties or criminal sentencing for the reckless
abandonment demonstrated in the MV Costa Concordia disaster.

In light of this recent catastrophe, it is more crucial than ever before that travellers become
aware of how common it is for someone to fall overboard or go missing while at sea, what a
cruise line is required to do in prevention and response, and what legal options are subse-
quently available.

Data and statistical analysis

There are countless articles on the Internet, typically from news sources, which report
incidents when a person falls overboard but there is no officially released statistical data
revealing how frequently people fall overboard, the exact details of each occurrence, and the
results of investigations and rescue efforts. The lack of official reports is due to industry-wide
cruise line policies against releasing information on how many people go overboard from
their ships. Cruise Lines International Association, which represents 24 cruise lines calling at
North American ports, also does not release official reports or data.4

However, Professor Ross Klein, who teaches sociology at Memorial University of
Newfoundland, has documented every known occurrence of passengers and crew members
falling overboard on cruises since 1995. At cruisejunkie.com, Professor Klein lists each occur-
rence in a chart, which indicates how many people fall overboard each year and on which
cruise lines such incidents occur. Each account that was reported in the media or by private
communication to Professor Klein is also described in detail on his webpage.

Professor Klein’s data reveals that of the 36 people who fell overboard on a cruise ship during
2012 and, thus far in 2013, 27 were passengers and nine were crew members. Thus, in the
past year, roughly one passenger out of every one million fell overboard. While the likelihood
that a person will fall overboard appears to be small, it continues to occur at an average
annual rate of 20 times since 2006. 210 people have fallen overboard on cruises since 2000,
although there have been fewer occurrences in 2013 with passengers accounting for 11 of the
13 instances.

Notwithstanding 2013, the trend of recent years, indicating a severe increase in people falling
overboard, is more disturbing to the cruise industry. During the seven year period from 2000
to 2006, 77 people fell overboard on cruise ships, but the number of incidents has nearly
doubled throughout the most recent seven-year period from 2007 to 2013, as 133 people
reportedly fell overboard. While the number of people travelling on cruises has grown
annually, the actual odds of people falling overboard are, curiously, much greater now than it
was between 2000 and 2006.5
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Why do people fall overboard?

According to attorneys who specialise in Maritime law, there are a number of explanations
for how and why individuals fall off cruise ships. Many attorneys allege that intoxication is a
major factor since alcohol is often served very liberally on cruise ships. Alcohol sales are an
integral part of a cruise line’s profitability and it has often been alleged that cruise bartenders
and servers continue to provide guests with alcoholic beverages long after they should realise
that the guest is intoxicated.

In some reports, witness-passengers have reported seeing other passengers intoxicated late at
night, yet continuing to drink, and then learn the following morning that the intoxicated
passenger was missing and presumed to have fallen overboard. Undoubtedly, there is an
increased risk of danger anytime alcohol is given to a passenger.

Inadequate or defective ship guardrails also cause people to fall overboard. Guardrails become
unsafe and enable people to fall overboard due to height, strength, and maintenance deficien-
cies of the rails. Ship crews should always check the condition of its guardrails to ensure that
rust does not develop. The law now regulates guardrails and is addressed in detail by the
Cruise Vessel Security and Safety Act of 2010.

Maritime attorneys regard a cruise ship’s failure to warn passengers of rough sea conditions
as another factor that often leads individuals to fall overboard. Typically, crew members will
make an announcement, post signs, and place personnel in areas leading to the deck, warning
passengers of dangerous conditions and the potential to fall overboard as a consequence but
this does not always happen.

One cause leading people to fall overboard that people overlook is criminal activity, either by
crew members or passengers. Violent actions, including those which result in a person falling
overboard, may constitute criminal activity - which should be dealt with by applying the
criminal law of the jurisdiction governing the ship.

Inadequate rescue operations are another reason why many people who fall overboard are
never found at all. There are many ways in which rescue operations may be inadequate,
including, for example, a delay in the time it takes to commence a rescue operation or failure
to launch enough crewmembers to search for the individual. Many people who fall overboard
can tread water for an hour or two but that may not be possible if the person falls into
choppy water where treading becomes difficult and launching rescue boats almost impossible.
If the person who falls overboard is not a competent swimmer, the window of opportunity to
mount a success rescue is even smaller. Rescue operations should never be delayed in any
emergency situation, but it certainly should not be when a person is exposed to as many
potential dangers as when they fall overboard on the high seas.

The duty to search and rescue

Cruise ships have a duty to conduct a reasonable search and rescue after someone reports that
a person is missing or overboard. “If the person is not quickly found on board the vessel, then
the vessel should return to the last location at sea when the person was seen. As an example,
if a passenger was last seen at 8 p.m., then the ship needs to back track to the location of the
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vessel at 8 p.m. to begin a search and rescue operation.” A cruise line may be liable for a
person’s disappearance if their ship fails to perform a reasonable search and rescue.6

Since 2008, 78% of people who fell overboard were never recovered and another 12% were
recovered dead. Of the 114 people who fell overboard between 2008 and 2013, less than one
in five survived their fall and were rescued.

“The usual protocol when a passenger disappears should be for the FBI or the state law
enforcement authorities to board the vessel at the next port and to conduct an investigation.
The period of time leading up to the cruise ship’s arrival at the next port is critical because
the cruise ship controls the scene of the disappearance, the witnesses and all of the evidence.”
Authorities must review any evidence and conduct interviews before they can begin to
answer why the person disappeared.7

Miami based maritime attorney James Walker states that “in some criminal cases we have
handled, the cruise lines did not bother to notify the FBI; in other cases, the cruise lines
notified the FBI only after they destroyed evidence and sanitized the crime scene. The result is
that criminals on cruise ships are rarely prosecuted.”8

A Congressional finding in 2009 expands on Walker’s illustration, stating that “it can be
difficult for professional crime investigators to immediately secure an alleged crime scene on
a cruise vessel, recover evidence of an onboard offense, and identify or interview potential
witnesses to the alleged crime.”9

The legal ‘fall out’

Despite Despite a lack of American case law regarding incidents of people falling overboard
on cruise ships, one British case has set a precedent of how a court will rule when such an
action is brought. In a case before the High Court, a cruise line and one of its captains were
found liable for negligence stemming from a chaotic “rescue” operation that followed one of
its passengers falling overboard.

On October 29, 2000, Michael Davis fell off the Koningin Beatrix, a cruise-like ferry travelling
from Ireland to Wales, and into the sea while conditions were extremely poor, consisting of
gale force winds and choppy 13 foot waves.

The bridge became aware of a ‘man overboard’ a mere five minutes after it was determined
that he fell in, and began search operations for Davis. The ship turned around and began
searching, though there was no guidance or specific operational procedures for rescuing a
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person if it was not possible to launch the ship’s own rescue boat. Captain David Williams
decided that the conditions at sea were too dangerous to launch the ship’s own rescue boat,
so once Davis was spotted after being in the water for nearly 50 minutes, the captain
attempted to manoeuvre the boat close enough to Davis, then open the bunker door for Davis
to swim or be pulled into.

At around the same time, a nearby ship located Davis and offered to launch its rescue vessel
to bring Davis back to safety. Captain Williams did not respond to this message, continued to
manoeuvre the boat to align Davis with the bunker door, but after losing sight of Davis for
five minutes, the crew noticed Davis lying face down and motionless. After finally recovering
his body, resuscitation attempts failed.

The court ultimately decided in Davis v Stena Lines Ltd  that the cruise line, Stena, and its
captain, Williams, were both negligent for several reasons. By not considering any rescue
operations until Davis was spotted in the water, time that could have been spent retrieving
Davis from the water was wasted on scrambling to manoeuvre the ship close to him. Neither
the captain nor crew were trained or given advice by Stena on rescue operations to be
performed in the event of a man overboard. 

The cruise line had not appropriately assessed the risks and furthermore, the captain did not
adequately assess the risks upon learning that there was a man overboard. The captain had
had an opportunity to approve a nearby ship launching its rescue boat, but did not give an
“OK”. The court found that an “OK” response would probably have allowed that rescue boat to
reach Davis while he was still conscious.

The court reasoned that since Stena’s ships would so frequently travel in such adverse
weather conditions, and since it was nearly impossible to rescue a man overboard in such
circumstances, the cruise line should have put rescue protocols in place and trained their crew
to adequately respond to such an event.

If a British court could find a cruise line and its captain liable for negligence in such a situa-
tion, an American court facing a similar action might come to the same conclusion by
applying similar common law principles.

The Cruise Vessel Security and Safety Act of 2010

In response to the ongoing concerns of the lack of protection of passengers, especially in
relation to falling overboard or going missing, Congress enacted “The Cruise Vessel Security
and Safety Act of 2010,” (The Act) on July 27, 2010.11 Interestingly, most Americans go on
cruises without realising that they are not protected under US laws when they leave American
territorial waters. The Act addresses the problem that “passengers on a cruise vessel have an
inadequate appreciation of their potential vulnerability to crime while on ocean voyages, and
those who may be victimized lack the information they need to understand their legal rights
or to know whom to contact for help in the immediate aftermath of the crime.”12
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In the interest of enhancing the safety of cruise passengers, the Act also compels owners of
cruise ships to upgrade and modernise the safety and security of their ships in a number of
ways, including installing security cameras in particular areas, as well as, acoustic hailing
and warning devices capable of communicating over extensive distances.13 While some
requirements were effective immediately upon enactment, others needed to be implemented
by ship owners prior to January 31, 2012.14

In order to ensure compliance, a provision within the Act states that if any requirements are
not met by the mandatory date, the United States Government will have the authority to
prohibit the offending cruise ship from entering any US port.15 Moreover, any person who
violates the provision will be liable to a civil penalty of not more than $25,000 for each day
during which the violation continues, except that the maximum penalty for a continuing
violation is $50,000.16 Any person that willfully violates the provision could be fined not
more than $250,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.17

The Act applies to a cruise vessel that is authorised to carry 250 passengers; has onboard
sleeping facilities for each passenger; is on a voyage that embarks or disembarks passengers
in the United States; and is not engaged on a coast wide voyage.18 The Act does not apply to
a vessel of the United States operated by the Federal Government or a vessel owned and
operated by a State.19

Safety Requirements

The safety requirements that the Act imposes include categories such as vessel design, fire
safety codes, and video recording.20 In general, each vessel must be equipped with rails that
are located no less than 42 inches above the cabin deck.21 Also, the Act requires that each
vessel must employ technology that can be used for capturing images of passengers or detect-
ing passengers who have fallen overboard.22 Each ship must also be equipped with a
sufficient number of operable acoustic hailing or other such warning devices to extend
communication capability around the entire vessel when operating in high risk areas.23 Each
vessel must maintain a video surveillance system to assist in documenting crimes on the
vessel.24 The owner of the vessel must also allow law enforcement officials to access any
videos that the officials believe may provide evidence of a crime reported to law enforcement
officials.25
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Safety Information 
The Act requires the owner of a vessel to have available for each passenger a security guide
that provides a description of medical and security personnel.26 The guide must also explain
the controlling jurisdictional authorities and the applicable law enforcement processes with
respect to the reporting of a homicide, suspicious death, missing United States national, or
kidnapping, among other crimes.27 The vessel owner must also deliver a copy of the security
guide to the FBI for comment and post the security guide on the cruise line’s website.28

Requirement to Report Crimes and Other Information
The Act requires that the owner of a vessel “contact the nearest FBI Field Office or Legal
Attaché by telephone as soon as possible after the occurrence on board the vessel of an
incident involving homicide, suspicious death, a missing United States national, kidnapping,
assault with serious bodily injury, any offense to which section 2241, 2242, 2243(a) or (c) of
title 18 applies, firing or tampering with the vessel, or theft of money or property in excess of
$10,000, to report the incident.”29

The requirement to report an incident involving criminal activity applies if: (i) the vessel is
owned, in whole or part, by a United States person and the incident occurs when the vessel is
within the admiralty and maritime jurisdiction of the United States and outside the jurisdic-
tion of any State; (ii) the incident concerns an offence by or against a United States national
committed outside the jurisdiction of any nation; (iii) the incident occurs in the Territorial Sea
of the United States; (iv) the incident concerns a victim or perpetrator who is a United States
national on a vessel during a voyage that departed from or will arrive at a United States
port.30

Availability of Incident Data via Internet 
The Act states the Secretary of Transportation shall maintain a statistical compilation of all
incidents on their website, detailing how many missing persons and alleged crimes have been
reported.31 Each cruise line taking on or discharging passengers in the United States is
required to include a link to this website.32

Crime Scene Preservation Training for Crewmembers 
The Act sets out the basic curricula for certification of passenger vessel security personnel,
crewmembers and law enforcement officials. It also provides training guidelines on the
appropriate methods of prevention, detection, evidence preservation and reporting of criminal
activities in the international maritime environment.33 These are crucial elements of the Act
since no vessel may enter a US port at any time on a voyage, if an American citizen is a
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passenger, unless there is at least one crewmember onboard who is certified as having
successfully completed training.34 The US Coast Guard also took part by publishing CG-543
Policy Letter 11-10, which sets out guidance for compliance with the crewmember training
provisions of the Act.35

International comparative law for the safety of passengers 

These concerns about passengers going overboard and missing are not limited to the United
States. Other countries besides the United States are introducing similar legislation aimed at
keeping cruise passengers safe. Additionally, the International Maritime Organization (IMO), a
specialised United Nations agency promotes standards governing safety, security and
environmental compliance in order to maintain an International comprehensive regulatory
framework for shipping.36 IMO is the source of approximately 60 legal instruments that guide
the regulatory development of its member states to improve safety at sea, facilitate trade
among seafaring states and protect the maritime environment.37

It is imperative for countries to establish such cruise safety legislation since some jurisdic-
tions do not require companies to report disappearances unless they equate to a “marine
casualty.” Nonetheless, regulations vary drastically between flag states and countries. For
example, in the United Kingdom, disappearances are to be reported to authorities such as the
Maritime and Coastguard Agency. The process can be difficult especially when multiple
countries are involved and when the flag state of the ship and nationality of the missing
person involved is different. In Europe there is currently a movement by both the
International Cruise Victims Association (ICV) and Victim Support Europe (VSE) in order to
ensure the passage of safety regulations for passengers on cruise ships in Europe.38 The
model for the current movement is the US Act.39 The VSE is a not for profit corporation,
formed by victims and families of cruise victims, and consults with the Council of Europe
and the United Nations.40 There are currently 26 national and regional organisations affili-
ated to VSE.41
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One recent example of cruise safety legislation is House Bill 4608, which was introduced in
the Philippines, and requires passenger and cargo ships to adhere to specific requirements to
protect passengers and crewmembers.42 The legislation is patterned after the US Act in order
to enhance the safety of passengers and prevent similar incidents from happening.43 The bill
follows the US law by requiring “the owners of passenger lines, cargo lines and all types of
marine vessels to upgrade, modernize and adhere to specific requirements to guarantee the
protection of passengers as well as the crew on board.”44 The introduction of House Bill 4608
in the Philippines and the current movement in Europe to pass legislation similar to the Act
demonstrates the desire across the world to protect cruise passengers. 

Recommendations for reform: an international treaty

Although enacting the US Act into law is a big step towards widespread regulation of
onboard safety on cruises, there are still some issues relating to cruise safety and liability that
need to be addressed. Moreover, the full effect of the Act may not be felt for years since
compiling statistics and enforcing compliance with the Act only began in late January 2012.
There is still the confusion around when and where a lawsuit may be brought due to territo-
rial laws. There is still no standard set of rescue procedures that all ships must follow. Some
of the most important issues, legally speaking, arise from the fact that the cruises are excep-
tionally international by nature.

Often times there are passengers and crew members from dozens of nations onboard at the
same time; the ship may travel through and make stops in waters governed by conflicting
laws; and ship sizes coupled with crew and passenger capacity often compel cruiselines to
implement differing rescue procedures. If other countries pass laws that are similar to those
applied by the United States, their cruise passengers will benefit from the protection now
enjoyed by American passengers. In addition to the work of countries in establishing cruise
safety laws, cruise companies should also phase in their own standards and policies to
promote safer cruises.

The most efficient method to achieve international uniformity in cruise safety is to draft or
adopt a single international treaty governing cruise lines and their ships. Our suggestion is
that cruise agencies for each nation where cruise lines are registered or headquartered, or
where ships embark or disembark, should meet and draft a treaty for all nations to adopt as
the law that will govern any disputes arising on cruise ships. Symbolically, the nations could
gather in Miami and refer to the treaty that is established as the ‘Miami Convention’.

There are four main purposes that a ‘Miami Convention’ should focus upon. The first purpose
of any treaty which governs people who fall overboard on cruises should be for the preven-
tion of such incidents in the future.
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The ‘Miami Convention’ may consider increasing the number of security personnel onboard
and rearranging their posts to make sure no areas onboard are left unattended by security.
Policies may be effected whereby security or crew personnel must escort guests back to their
staterooms if the passenger is consuming drinks past 2 a.m. Cruise lines may be required to
inform passengers that they have a duty to alert any cruise staff member as soon as they
know or reasonably suspect that someone has fallen overboard. Ships could be fitted with
mesh or glass screens that covers railings automatically between designated hours, such as 
1 a.m. to 7 a.m. Cruise lines could even be required to ensure all passengers and crew wear a
bracelet or anklet containing a microchip, which will locate anyone who falls overboard
quickly and accurately.

The second purpose of a treaty should be to ensure proper response to a ‘man overboard’
alert. Adequate alert and rescue protocols are crucial to locating and rescuing an individual,
in addition to preserving crime scenes and investigating incidents.  The Convention should
make the response to people falling overboard the same no matter where the cruise is
located or what the circumstances are. Uniform rules will lead to better preparation of the
crew since their directives will be standard in the industry and thus, common knowledge,
while allowing courts to become more familiar with the applicable laws in the event that a
dispute arises.

Not only will a treaty allow courts to be more familiar with the law, but they, along with
attorneys, passengers, and crew members, will be able to find the laws that apply to their
cases in a much easier fashion than under current conditions. Thus, uniform legal recourse is
the third purpose of the treaty. Where may (or must) a lawsuit be brought after someone falls
overboard? Is a cruiseline able to limit or disclaim liability relating to any overboard
incidents in a pre-cruise ticket contract? The treaty should contemplate the various ways by
which a person may fall overboard, by crime, accident, or suicide, and determine how liability
should be determined depending on the circumstances. The treaty should also explain the
territorial limitations that govern the law on cruises or simply abolish the current structure of
laws and make one set of laws that are applicable from the moment the cruise begins until
the time the ship has reached its final destination and everyone has disembarked.

Although the Act now compels cruises to report incidents of crime and fallen persons in
various ways, the fourth and final purpose of a treaty should be to promote even more trans-
parency in the cruise industry by listing public disclosure and reporting requirements. By
compelling cruise lines to report every incident that occurs onboard, law enforcement
agencies or cruise line governing bodies may monitor and suggest alterations to the treaty’s
laws when necessary. Increased reporting allows a system of checks and balances, where
cruise lines are not allowed to self govern and cover up incidents that may lead to bad
publicity or corporate liability.

Recent amendments have been proposed to address the deficiencies found thus far in the Act.
Despite that, an industry-wide, internationally uniform treaty, similar to those adopted by
other travel industries, is the most effective way to thoroughly correct the inconsistent laws
and policies that cruise lines are governed by and should adhere to. Passengers and cruise
lines will both benefit from the establishment of a comprehensive, all-encompassing interna-
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tional treaty, and the ever-booming cruise industry may finally jump ship on one of the few
major dilemmas plaguing it, thus far, in the 21st century.
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